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New editor takes charge of Nexus
ground in fiction, but I have a background. So I'm based in fiction;
poetry's my main focus and funcLong-time Nexus volunteer tion."
Hoke has many plans for Nexus.
Kayt Hoke is this year's third editor for the magazine, Wright State "We're having a publication showUniversity's only literary publica- case," Hoke said, "and this will
tion. She follows both Kevin Kear- involve Nexus, Flights, Antioch Reney and Ted Cains in the position. view, University of Dayton, Bowl"I've been writing since I was ing Green, Miami University,
really little. 1 started out with alter- Cleveland State University, Uninative magazines — fanzines — versity of Cincinnati. We're going
and then just started, 1 guess you to have a showcase of published
could say, moving up the ladder, artwork.
"We're going to be able to sell
with Flights at Sinclair Community College, Antioch Review, then the publication at these functions.
This won't be probably, until fall
just stuck here," she said.
Hoke described how she be- quarter of next year. We'll have a
came interested in Nexus. "I thought jazz band or a classical band or a
Chris Rue, Bob Moore, the won- folk group between each univerderful alternative editors we had, sity," she said.
"It will be a chance for us to
really caught my attention. I've
always written poetry and I have, I take our best writers, give them a
would say, not the largest back- chance to go up and do a reading.
By SCOTT COPELAND
Spotlight Editor
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Hoke said she is disappointed
by the lack of student submission
to Nexus. "If I could give you a
ratio (of submissions), it would
probably be like nine abroad (and)
one student," she said. "We just
aren't getting very many submissions at all."
"It hurts us because we are there
for ail the Wright State community. Whether they don't know
about us, or whether they don't
think we're a quality publication, I
don't know. But we're here for the
Wright Slate community, and they
need to utilize us. Because without
them, then we really don't need to
Photo by Scott Cozrolino
be here."
Kayt Hoke
The future publication schedand give their own personal rendi- ule for Nexus is unknown. "We
tion of their craft, because writing don't have a deadline set because
is a craft. Though I don't know we just aren't getting any submishow many people recognize it as sions from the college body," Hoke
crafL"
said. "We need them so we can

start setting deadlines. But right
now, if you have it, bring it in,
because we would really like to see
iL"
In spite of its problems, Hoke
said she is enthusiastic about the
future of Nexus.
"Generally, we're building our
presence and these are things that
have always been open to Nexus,
and we've been able to do them,
but for one reason or another, they
just haven't been done. Nexus has
expanded so much, in an immense
way, since Chris Rue and Bob
Moore, under the direction of Ted
Cains — he really took off and
flew with it."
"ButNexus seems to have come
to another divide," Hoke said. "It's
either going to stay as it is or it's
going to expand even more. I'm
ready to take it over this little
bump."

Russ Center open house attracts area high schools
Students compete in the fifth-annual indoor
rubber-band airplane contest at WSU
The Fritz and Dolores Russ
Center played host to approximately 300 visitors who took part
in its second open house Feb. 15.
The event was pan of thefirstweek
of the National Engineers Celebration.
The attendees, many of whom
were high school students and their
parents from as far as Cleveland,
were able to tour the facility's
unique features as well as speak
with the dean and department chairs
of the College of Engineering and
Computer Science about engineering careers and course requirements.
In addition to the open house,
the celebration hosted the fifth annual indoor rubber-band aircraft
contest last Friday.
Contestants in both the novice
(first time) class and the open (experienced) class were judged by
their longest single time in flight
over three tries.
First place in the novice class
went to Trot wood High School student Caren Fenton, and second and

third place went to Yellow Springs
High School students Sachi
Hergesheimerand Kathryn Creech,
respectively.
In the open class, first place
was awarded to Trotwood High
School student Ryan Stokes and
second and third place went to WSU
engineering majors Jim Stubbsand
Tim Leger, respectively.
TheWrightEngineerCoancil's
scavenger hunt, which ran for six
weeks, concluded the week's
events last Friday.
The object of the competition
was for multiple teams to gain the
most points by collecting various
items posted throughout the Russ
Center.
First place went to team captai n
Traccy Wilson of the Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers; second place to Melissa
Browning of WEC II.; third place
to Lynn Jackson of the Triangle
Fraternity; fourth place to John
Szkudlarek of the Radio Station
Engineers; and fifth place to Rod
Fair of WEC I.

Hnoto Dy Scott Cozzofcno

Jim Stubbs, a junior engineering major from Brookvllle,
placed second In the open class of the fifth annual Indoor
mtfber-band aircraft contest last Friday. His plane stayed
In the air toi two minutes and 15 seconds.
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Ombuds working to resolve complaints
By DAWN E. LEGER
Assistant News Editor

decided it'd be a good idea io have
a university ombudsperson to service the needs of students when
they had no where else to go," he
said.
Currendy serving his third year
as ombudsperson, Stanton said he

situation."
Stanton said his most common
cases involve parking, student-facGot a complaint, problem or
ulty disputes and faculty with quesconcern that is campus-related? If
tions about school policy. "We also, WSU's Ombuds service is here
ways try to disseminate correct into help.
formation about the university,"
John Stanton, unihe said.
v e r s i t y
_____
Among its new goals
ombudsperson and
'
for this school year,
senior communicaStanton said the Ombuds
66
tion major, said the
'he whole idea behind
service hopes to get more
service is available to
input
from various Ohio
oombusing is fairness, equity
students, faculty and
colleges and universiljes
staff who have a conand objectivity."
and make the office more
flict with someone or
visible and accessible to
—John Stanton
something at Wright
the campus community.
State.
_____
____
Aside from advertise"It's built within
ment through the media
the power structure as
and University Division
a sort of satellite to President Muland equitable solu- 101 classes, Stanton said such a
hollan. If there's a complaint we'll tions to grievances."
service usually "works best through
take it," he said.
He added that the roles of such word of mouth."
Stanton added that although his a position arc very vast and chang"We build by our refenrals. I
service reports directly to Mulhol- ing and can range from counselor believe we're well-received and
lan, it functions independently.
to investigator. "The whole idea every year we sec a steady increase
According to Stanton, the ser- behind ombudsing is fairness, eq- due to the climatc of school in
vice started as an idea taken from uity and objectivity and sometimes general," he added.
the University ofMichigan in 1967. you have to decide what role you 're
In order to avoid escalated con"Some students got together and going to act in depending on the flicts, Stanton said he advises

Campus
Crime 9S&.L 3
Report
For the week of
February 17February 24

T

John Stanton
people to contact him when a problem is first recognized. He added
that a person should also get their
facts together and document them
if possible.
"I'm not out to nail anyone, I'm
out to work for peaceable solutions
to problems," Stanton said.
For more information, contact
John Stanton at 873-2242 or stop
by the Ombuds office at 192 Allyn
Hall.

THEFT
•A 23-year-old male reported that a textbook valued
at S33 was taken from the
second floor reference desk
in the library. There are no
leads or suspects at this time.
UPDATE
•The investigation surrounding the fall of a female
student in the library on Feb.
1 has been completed. According to Public Safety, the
incident was not accidcntal.
Crime Report information provided by the
Wright State office of Public Safety

MEETINGS AND EVENTS
•CD-ROM
Instruction:
THURSDAY, FEB. 25
|
Fordham Library at 1 p.m.
•Microbiology & Immunology
•WSU Theatre: Children of a
Seminar "Evaluation of ImmunolLesser God, Creative Arts Center
ogy epitopes of Human HTLV-1
at 8 p.m. For more information call
by Multivalent Peptide Immuniza873-2500. Show runs through
tions," with Dr. Michael D.
March 7.
Lairmore, Ohio State University;
•Victoria Theatre: Grand Ho103 Oclman at 1 p.m.
tel, 8 p.m. For more information
• Dayton Playhouse Youth Thecall Victoria Theatre Ticket Cenatre: Plays in Progress, 8 p.m. For
ter. Show runs through March 7.
more information call 277-0144.
•WSU Cinema: Return of the
Show also runs on Feb. 27.
Secaucus 7,116 Health Sciences,
10 p.m. Also shows Friday at 8
SATURDAY, FEB. 27
p.m.
•Battle of the Bands: Cross•Saturday Enrichment Parents
roads Cafeteria at 7 p.m. For more
Program: "Counseling and Your
information call 873-2329.
Child," with Dr. Kelly Fox
•Super Pops Concerts: Dayton
Callahan, clinical psychologist; 175
Philharmonic Orchestra, Dayton
Milieu, 10:30 am.
Convention Center at 8:30 p.m.
•Bergamo Center for Lifelong
For more information call 224Learning: "Come to your Senses:
9000.
Spirituality and the Arts," 9 a.m. to
•LaComedia Dinner Theatre:
Country Music Jamboree. 11 a.m. 4:30 p.m. For more information
call 426-2363, extension 228.
and 6 p.m. For more information
•Muntu Dance Theater: Memocall 228-9333. Show runs through
rial Hall, 8 p.m. For ticket informaMarch 14.
tion call 223-3655 or 225-5949.
•Grand Hotel opens: Victoria
•Steel Magnolias'. North High
Theatre, 8 p.m. For more informaSchool Auditorium,8p.m. For tick
tion call 228-3630. Show runs
ets call 324-2712.
through March 7.
•WallingerString Quartet: Dayton Art Institute, 8 p.m. For more
FRIDAY, FEB. 26
information call 434-6902.
•Wright State University fac•Last day to drop a class with a
ulty recital: Dr. Richard Linn, viorecord of "W."
lin. In the Creative Arts Center

Concert Hall at 8 p.m. Free admission.
SUNDAY, FEB. 28
•WSUC: iema:7o/wA Who Will
Be 25 in the year 2000,116 Health
Sciences, 7 p.m.
•Wright State University Symphony Band and the University Jazz
Band: Creative Arts Center Concert Hall, 3 p.m. Free admission.
•Healing Racism Dialogue:
Main Dayton Public Library,2 to5
p.m. Formore informationcalI4388215.
•Voice
recital:
Mary
Michcnfeldcr, soprano, assistant
professor of music at WSU at
Fairhaven Church, 7 p.m. Formore
information call 873-2347.

I

MONDAY, MARCH 1

•Academic Council: 155 University Center at 3:10 p.m.
TUESDAY, MARCH 2
•Psychiatry Grand Rounds:
' 'Adult Attention Deficit Disorder,"
with Dr. Abraham Heller, Good
Samaritan Hospital, noon. Call 2768325.
•UCB Video: Alien', Rathskeller, 5 p.m. Also Wednesday at noon,
Thursday at 11 a.m. and Friday at 6
p.m.

Oncogenes vis-a-vis Human Cancer," with Dr. George E. Milo, Ohio
State University, 103 Oclman, 1 p.m.
•CD-ROM
Instruction:
• Gold Medal's HandsOnTrainFordham Library, 10 a.m.
ing & Fun Food Open House '93
•Dayton Philharmonic Orches- from 10a.m. until 8 p.m. Also March
tra Association: Banner and En- 6 from 10 a.m. until 1 p.m. For more
core Concerts at 8 p.m. in Memo- information call 1-800-543-0862.
rial Hall. Formore information ' all
Casino Nite in the Crossroads
224-9000. Also on March 4.
Cafeteria, 7 p.m.
•The Wall: Springfield's North
THURSDAY, M A R C H 4
High School auditorium, 8 p.m. For
tickets please 324-2712.
•Classified Staff Advisory Coun•LendMeA Tenor: Dayton Playcil: Large Conference Room, Ad- house, 8 p.m. Show runs through
ministrative Wing, 3:30 p.m.
March 14. For more information
•Diversity Celebration: Main call 277-0144.
Gym, 3 p.m. (tentative).
•USAF Museum Film Festival:
SATURDAY, M A R C H 6
The Purple Plain at 7:30 p.m. For
more information call 255-4704.
•Saturday Enrichment Parents
•Women's basketball vs. North- Program: "Helping Children
ern Illinois: NutterCenter, 7:30p.m. Grieve," with Barbara Bernstein,
•Bergamo Center for Lifelong social worker. 175 Milieu, 10:30
Learning: Caring for Aging Support a.m.
Group sponsors Ms. Mary Ellen
•Men's Mid-Continent ConferGriswold at 7:30 p.m. in Marianist ence basketball championships.
Hall. Formoreinformationcall426•Vanguard Concert Series:
2363.
Wallinger Suing Quartet, 8 p.m. at
•WSU Cinema: Cass.Foodand the Dayton An Institute. For more
Lodging, 116 Health Sciences, 10 informau n call434-6902.
p.m. Also Friday at 8 p.m.
•Cincinnati An Museum: daylong symposium on the current exFRIDA Y, M A R C H 5
hibition Six Centuries of Master
Prints: Treasuresfrom the Herbert
•Microbiology & Immunology Greer French Collection, 10 a.m.
Seminar "Correlative or Causative from 5 p.m. For more information
Role of Molecular Mutation in call 721-5204.
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 3
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Mulhollan discusses WSU student achievements
Part two: student accomplishments and the job of the WSU president
By AMY RANG
News Editor
WSU students have achieved
many honors in the past years.
President Paige E. Mulhollan discussed some of these honors and
other topics in a recent interview
with The Guardian.
Mulhollan mentioned that two
WSU students, Kimberly Covert
and Joseph Ratermann, are finalists for the Truman Scholarship.
According to Mulhollan, this is a
great accomplishment.
"There are seven finalist from
Ohio and no institution has more
than one finalist except Wright
State — We have two," he said.
"That says something — that our
students are competing with the
finest universities in the country
and in the state, and that our students are successfully competing
with those students."
Last year, Wright State had its
first Rhodes Scholarship finalist,
Sonia Gupta, according to Mulhoi lan. The Rhodes Scholarship is a
prestigious award that offers the
dinner a scholarship to attend Oxford University in England.
Over the years, Mulhollan has
had the opportunity to be involved
with the projects of many Presidential Honors Scholars. He said
he had learned more than he thought
he needed to know in some subjects that were new to him.
"We've had Presidential Scholars in nursing and various of the
medical sciences, biological sciences and engineering. My
background's in history, so I'm not
certain I've had much exposure to

some of these disciplines," Mul- tion they need about what's going
hollan said. "Fortunately, there on," he said.
"The Guardian has just gotten
have been faculty members who
have been willing to work directly to be an enormously better newswith them, who are able to give the paper in the past two to three years,"
Mulhollan said. "It's now providproper kind of guidance."
Acadcmicsaren't the only thing ing the kind of communication
that brings community recognition medium for students that a campus
to WSU, according to Mulhollan. newspaper really ought to be."
"(Students) have profited from
The recent announcement of a bastruly good
ketball series
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
appointwith the Uni- —
mentstosuiversity of
r
,
44
T"
he
students
may
not
al
dent memDayton
JL ways see that a given act bership on
shows that
WSU has is taken specifically because of the Board of
come of age. some impact it has on the student, Trustees,"
he contin" F o r
but, in fact, nobody would be in ued. "Evm a n y
people, it's my business if he or she didn't eryone of
not a small believe that the purpose of what them has
been exthing that we do is for the students."
treme 1 y
we're now
—Paige E. Mulhollan
competent,
going
to
conscienhave a regutious, hardlar basketball series with U.D. beginning next working and they have universally
year. That's athletics, that's not communicated back to the student
our principle business," he com- organizations and students genermented. "On the other hand, for ally in a very effective way."
"We've had very good people
many people in the community,
that's their image of higher educa- who serve as elected student governing
association officers and
tion. It says that Wright State has
now achieved an image that is com - members," Mulhollan added.
parative with the University of "They have been effective in communicating, even at the college
Dayton."
According to Mulhollan, WSU level, what's going on."
Mulhollan expressed that he and
students are well informed because
of the efforts of The Guardian, the others working at the university arc
student trustees and Student Gov- there to meet the needs of the stuernment. "By-in-large, I think the dents.
"The students may not always
communication network for the
students has been really quite good sec that a given act is taken specifihere the past two to three years. cally because of some impact it has
Students are getting the informa- on the student, but, in fact, nobody

IN THE ARMY,
NURSES AREN'T JUST IN DEMAND.
THEY'RE IN COMMAND.
Any nurse who just wants a job can
find one But if you're a nuts
ing student who wants to be in

with your level of experience. As
an Army officer, vou'li command the

would be in my business if he or she
didn't believe that the purpose of
what we do is for the students,"
Mulhollan explained.
"While I might gel involved in a
lot of real estate negotiations, or
contract negotiations, or Physical
Plant problems, or road building, or
whatever it may be—that seem like
they're a long way from an individual impact on students — taken
all together, the purpose is to make
the university more student centered
— more friendly to students—and
provide for students a beuer academic opportunity than it has provided in the past," he continued.
Mulhollan said there is nothing
inherently difficult about being
president of a university any more
than it is to be any number of things
around campus, including faculty.
"What is different is the intensity of it — the constancy of activity, the never ending line of things
that have to be done, people who
have to be seen, constituencies that
have to be presented, consultations
that have to take place, correspondence that has to be read and answered," he explained. "So you
never can quit. I think that's what
results in high turnover in the job
more than anything else."
A search committee iscurrently
looking for who will replace Mulhollan when heretiresinJune 1994.
Mulhollan believes it is not for him
to determine the qualifies of the
new president.
"I'm not taking any part in that
process at all," he said. "The committee is not consulting me and I'm
not monitoring the work of the
committee."

Just the
facts
•Kimberly Covert and
Joseph Ratermann were
named Truman finalists
this year. WSU is the only
Ohio university with more
than one finalist.
•Sonia Gupta was
named a finalist for the
Rhodes Scholarship last
year. She was WSU's first
Rhodes finalist
•President Paige E.
Mulhollan has worked with
many Presidential Honors
Scholars over the years.
•WSU students arc well
informed due to the efforts
of The Guardian, student
members of the Board of
Trustees and S tudent Government
•The job of the president and others who work
at the university is to meet
the needs of the students.
•The job of the president isn't inherently more
difficult than other jobs,
but is different in the intensity of the work.
•A search committee is
currently looking for the
individual who will be the
next president of WSU.

Resumes

...only $15.00

• Books

Laser Printed
format you require
all by Phone and Mail

Ph/FAX (513) 439-S171

respect you deserve. And with the added

command of your own career, consider

benefits only the Army can o f f e r - a S5000

the Army Nurse Corps You'll be treated as

signing bonus, housing allowances and 4

a competent professional, given your own

weeks paid vacation-you'll be well in com-

patients and responsibilities commensurate

mand of your life Call 1-800-USA ARMY

A L L CARS & TRUCKS

ARMY NURSE CORPS. 3E ALL YOU CAN BE.

PROTECT-A-CAR 32 S. BROAD ST., FAIRBORN

878-8684
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ThtGuordion it an independent newspaper printed
weekly during the regular school year and monthly
during the nmmer. It is published by students of
Wright State University and is printed on recycled
paper. Offices are located at 046 University Center,
Wright State University, Dayton, OH 45435.
Editorials without bylines reflect a majority of the
editorial board. Editorials with bylines reflect the
opinion of the writer. Views expressed in columns
and cartoons are those of the writers and artists.
Tht Guardian reserves the right to censor, reject
or disapprove of any advertising copy in accordance
with any present or future advertising acceptance
rules established by Tht Guardian
— © 1993 The Guardian
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Radio wattage could put WSU on map
Rarely a year goes by at Wright translate into attention for
State when the merits of a football Wright State University. If it
right State must
team do not come up. With each did, we could just pour a lot of
have a voice before
new wave of football mania comes money into our existing bascertain "proofs" — evidence that ketball team. Third, the teleit can have a face, and the best
college football is exactly what this vised coverage of a Raiders'
way to be heard is to shout.
university needs. Scholarship op- game does not bring any noportunities, school spirit and income tice to the many meetings, lecfor academic pursuits are always on tures, speakers and other culthe list of reasons, but the one that tural and academic events that happen them on WYSO. I have listened to
tops this list is that a football team daily and are much truer to the essence WCSU, Central State, to hear news
and programming that are unavailand mission of Wright State.
will put Wright State on the map.
How then do we turn Wright State able in the mainstream. I know
Wright State suffers from an identity crisis. Many Daytonians and into a known academic and cultural what's happening in Cincinnati beOhioans have little clue as to our entity? Neither football nor monster cause WVXU, Xavier University,
purpose. It is frustrating to talk to trucks are the answer. Wright State comes in clearly all the time. Even
UC or OSU students and receive a must have a voice before it can have a the Dayton Public High Schools
puzzled look when I tell people I go face, and the best way to be heard is to have a more powerful transmission.
here. Even in Dayton, when Wright shout.
I will not claim that a powerful
Wright State has a wonderful radio
State comes up in conversation it is
radio station
usually in conwill transnection with the
form Wright
Nutter Center, a
State on its
name that is asown. It won't.
sociated with
But it is a
rock concerts
powerful
and monster
tool. Any adtruck shows.
vertiser will
TheNutterCentell you that
ter is a separate
radio is an efentity as far as
fective sales
most people are
AND SPENDING
medium, and
concerned. To
REDUCTIONS^
Wright State
m a n y
should use all
Daytonians, inof its influcluding stuPROPORTIONAL VIEW OF CLINTONS ECONOMIC PLAN
ence to get
dents, Wright
WWSU a
State is a larger
version of Sinclair, a nine to five station, WWSU. I livefivemiles away wattage increase. The station is statecollege with little to offer except a and I cannot tune it in because it is of-the-art, and the staff and crew are
licensed for only 10 watts. For years, as good as at any college radio
degree.
A football team would seem to the radio station has petitioned for more station in the country. It will cost far
be a perfect answer. We could build power, or for a simulcast AM channel less than a football team, and it will
a large modern stadium and recruit with more wattage. But these initia- reach more people. If we let the
the best players from all over the tives have lacked strong suppor from Miami Valley find out who we are
country to bring media attention to the university and so area reception is and what we' e doing, maybe we
won't need a football team to be
our team. Therein lies the problem. sporty.
A campus radio smtion is more than recognized.
First of all. we don't have the initial
outlay of money for football facili- just music. It is a strong voice. I have
ties. Second, national attention on attended lectures and meetings at David R. Zinner
Raider football doesn't necessarily Antioch College because I heard about Philosophy/Motion Pictures
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Op-Ed
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Apologists for Israel should not point at Bosnia
One is not the least
surprised at the hypocrisy
of apologists for Israel
who wring their hands
over the "ethnic cleansing" in Bosnia: my son,
the physician, heal thyself.
In 1948, the Jews murdered about 500 defenseless Arabs in the villages
of Duweimeh and Deir
Yassin. These massacres
were part of a calculated
plan of "ethnic cleans-

threatening the defenseless Muslims with a similar fate. About
750,000 were terrified into flight.
In 1967, the Israelis terrified

about 350,000 more Arabs into
diaspora. All those refugees and
their descendants, from 1948 on,
are still littered around the littoral

ing". After the killing, Jews
drove sound trucks through the
streets of Haifa and Tel Aviv,

of the Levant. (In 1967, the
Israelis also murdered 34 Americans on the Liberty for good
measure.)
To this day, fundamentalist
parties in Israel like the Gush
Emunim and the Kach are still
dedicated to the expulsion of ail
Arabs out of Palestine.
Contrary to international law,
Israelis recently "transferred"
415 alleged Arab radicals into
limbo on the border of the
Lebanon.
So where do apologists for
Israel like Sens. Lieberman,
Specter and Metzenbaum get the
gall to point an accusatory finger
at anybody in Bosnia?
L.C. Phillips
Yellow Springs, OH

Path to Meadowrun missed by snow crews
First, let me congratulate the
Physical Plant here at Wright
State for their prompt attention
to snow removal on our campus.
However, there is a spot which
remains uncleared a full week
after we received six inches of
snow and ice. This area is
located at the southwest end of
West Lot, where there is an
asphalt path connecting West
Lot to Meadowrun Apartments.
Initially, after teams cleared the
West Lot with snowplows, there
was no attempt to clear the top
of the path that Wright State
maintains. After a call to Physical Plant, they maintain that
they are to clear the path only to
two cement posts located after
you cross the bridge over the
small creek. As of a week later,
the top of that path is now clear;
this is 25 percent of the entire
path. Physical Plant said that the

responsibility lies with
Meadowrun. Fair enough.
pparently, the disabled
After a call to an
students that live in
employee of Meadowrun
Meadowrun and other surrounding
Apartments, she informed
me that their crews clear
apartments are not really students
their lots only; and that the
that need to be on campus ...
path was Wright State's
concern, as they did not
own it. She said that occasionally,
you're not really students, try
if their crews were done with their
paying your rent when you feel
other jobs (and if they are in a
you're ready to. I would expect a
good mood, I suppose) they would quick response from the manageclear the path. Well, it's a week
ment. Well, I've attempted to get
later, all the lots are clear on both
to campus via Colonel Glenn, and I
Wright State campus and in
would not recommend it to my
Meadowrun, so how about that
worst enemy. This is hazardous, at
path? I think you can guess the
best. If you don't own a car, or
rest.
don't want to pay bus fare for a
Apparently, the disabled stufive minute trip to campus, you're
dents that live in Meadowrun and
out of luck.
other surrounding apartments are
I'd like to thank the internanot really students that need to be
tional students that helped me up
on campus; they'll get to you when the path after I had been stuck in
they're darn good and ready. Since the snow twice. Also, I'd like to

A

thank the Public Safety officer
that escorted me partway down
Colonel Glenn when I returned
home on Friday. As for WSU
Physical Plant and/or
Meadowrun maintenance: Could
we put the buck-passing aside
for one moment and just clear
this path? It only needs it about
once every few years, with the
way the snow falls around here.
You'd be helping more students
than you know. If you'd like to
see what they tell you about this
story, call Physical Plant at 8732590, or Meadowrun Apartments at 429-0891. As for me,
you couldn't pay me enough to
live somewhere that your personal safety is of litt'e concern.
Think about that the next time
they raise your rent.
Patrick W. Kachurek
Alumnus
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Student Government elections quickly approaching
By AMY RANG
News Editor
WSU students will soon determine who they want U) represent
them in Student Government next
year during the elections March 8,9
and 10.
Polls will be located in three
locations this year. One poll will be
open outside Allyn Hall Lounge.
Another will take place under the
overhang of the library if weather
permits. If the weather is bad, the
poll will be in the tunnel under the
library. A third poll will be located
on the first floor of the University
Center.
Students will berequiredto show
their validation cards before voting.
The cards will be punched to signify
they have already voted. Ifa student
doesn't have his validation card, he

must show his photo identification. Armstrong
Each poll will have a radio so they
•Shawn Kacscrand Paul Griffetti
will be able to tell the other polls if
•David L. Kirkhart and Robert
a student votes by using his photo Toby Pinkcrton
ID.
Polls will close at 7 p.m.. Wed.,
COLLEGE O F BUSINESS
March 10. Votes will be counted
AND ADMINISTRATION
later that evening.
A Forum moderated by The
•Lesley Jackson
Guardian will be held Mon., March
•Dave A. Henry
1 at noon. Weather permitting, the
foium will be held on the Quad. If
•Eric Johnson
not, it will be held in the Allyn Hall
Lounge.
C O L L E G E O r EDUCAThe following students arc offi- TION AND HUMAN SERcial candidates in the Student GovVICES
ernment elections:
PRESIDENT AND VICE
PRESIDENT
•Jack E. Huff and Amy

•Barbara Lynn Goralski
•Jennifer C. Jones
•Brandi Donahue

ARTS
•Nathan Bouldin
•David Zinncr
•Kirsten L. McCaw
C O L L E G E O F SCIENCE
AND MATHEMATICS

SCHOOL O F GRADUATE
STUDIES
•Lawrence Michcal Oncil
SCHOOL O F MEDICINE
•William Wong

No candidates

•Angela W. Smith

C O L L E G E OF ENGINEERING AND COMPUTER
SCIENCE
•Mark Borgcrding
•Susanna L. Scitz
S C H O O L O F NURSING

C O L L E G E O F LIBERAL

•Tracey Lucas
•Patricia Betz

SCHOOL O F PROFESSIONAL PSYCHOLOGY
•Lcslcigh A. Garreu-Benson
•Dwight Bailey
Elections for the School of
Medicine and the School of Professional Psychology were held
earlier this week.
Those ballots will not be
counted until the general election.

Solutions from your Apple Campus Reseller:
a lot of Macintosh for an affordable price.

The3est investments
start with inside information.
Budt-in tideo support lets
low add up to a 16'Apple display
uitb 256 colors.

Add up to seren external bard dist
dm vs. scanners or other deuces through
the SCSI port.

It runs mer 4.000Macintosh
programs, ubich all uvrk in the same,
consistent, intuitu e n ay
A built-in SuperDrire disk tim e
readsfrom and writes to Macintosh- and
MS-DOS-formatted disks

A screaming 25 MHz 68030
microprocessor helps the Macintosh
LC III computer run up to 50% faster
than its best-selling predecessor

Its internal disk drtre comes in
three big sizes: 40MB. X0M6 or 160MB
So wn can store lots ofpapers
letters, notes, ideas.

4MB ofRAM is standard.
For complex graphics or engineering
programs, nu aw etvn expand
your LC up to 36MB
The newtypleMacintosh LC III.

When you know what we've built into the new Macintosh" LC III sharing and more. See the new Macintosh LC III today by visiting your
computer, its low price tag looks even better. It's the successor to Apples Apple Campus Reseller. Where you'll get special student pricing, as well as
top-selling personal computer- the Macintosh LC II. And it has even service during college* And discover the power of Macintosh.The ^
more speed, power andflexibility.Plus built-in networking, built-in file power more college students choose. The power to be your best! VvFor all of your computer needs visit University Computing Services, 130 Library Annex or call 873-4001
For student faculty, or staff purchases, contact Graham MicroAge
Frank Parenteau or Sallie Burns 513/438-3080 • Apple Financing Available
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Children of A Lesser God
By KIMBERLY BIRD
Staff Writer
WSU theatre students take on
the challenge of working with the
hearing impaired when they present
the award-winning drama Children
of A Lesser God starting Thursday
at the Festival Playhouse of the
Creative Ans Center.
Acting major Matthew Grcgor
plays the teacher, James Leeds.
Playing the role of the deaf Sarah
Norman is Darlene Zangara, a resident of Beavercreek who makes
her acting debut in the production.
Zangara will play the role of a
young girl who falls in love with
and marries Leeds.
Director Mark Olsen says the
two leads face a daunting task. "On
the one hand. Matt is an actor who
is immersing himself in the deaf
community, trying to 'learn the
language." On the other hand,
photos by Dave Hwang
Darlenc's struggle is to immerse
herself in the acting process, to
Playing at the Festival
learn how to make her life experiPlayhouse, Children of a
ence theatrical."
Lesser God will touch and
Olsen maintains that a priority
entertain audiences until
for this production has been bringMarch 7.
ing the world of the deaf community to WSU. With assistant direc"Mau Grcgor, the other lead,
tor Barb Dunaway, an interpreter knew no sign language going into
who has been signing for WSU this. He had to Icam his lines and
theatre productions for two years, (Zangara's) lines too," said Olsen.
Olsen sent out a casting notice to "It's been an enormous task for Matt
the community as well as to Cin- to submerge himself in the deal world
cinnati, Cleveland and Columbus. as well as Darlene delving into the
Dunaway had the job of trans- hearing world. The process of them
lating the English language script merging is really quite nice."
into an American Sign Language
Other cast members of Chilscript. "We look at the English line dren ofA Lesser God include WSU
the playwright has given us," she students Andy Aybar, Paul Bowen,
says. "What docs it mean? Then Dana Rolland, Ginna Hobcn and
we ask 'how can it be signed to get Jessica Granger.
the proper response from the other
Children of A Lesser God was
actors on stage and the proper re- originally staged as a workshop
sponse from the audience?' It's production at New Mexico State
similar to what we do when we University in 1979. Presented at
interpret plays for the hearing im- the Mark Taper Forum in Los Anpaired."
geles, Children of A Lesser God
Olsen say sZangara was the best then moved to Broadway in 1980,
person for the role. "I was a little winning the Tony Award, Outer
nervous because she didn't have Critics' Circle Award and the
any acting experience. But since Drama Desk Award as best play of
she's a counselor I think her sensi- the season that year. Six years later,
tivity to people has merged well Marlee Matlin won an Acadcmy
with the her acting ability," said Award in the film version, which
Olsen. "Working with an actual also starred William Hun.
p.m. Signed performances for the
deaf actress has been a valuable
Performances are Feb. 25-27 at hearing impaired will be Feb. 28 at
educational experience for the rest 8 p.m., Feb. 28 at 3 p.m. and 8 p.m.. 8 p.m. and March 6 at 3 p.m.
of the cast. And that's part of our March 4 and 5 at 8 p.m., March 6 at
Tickets to sec the production
mission as well, to train them."
3 p.m. and 8 p.m. and March 7 at 3 cost S9.50 for Thursday, Sunday
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TRIANGLE FRATERNITY
Triangle Fraternity is open to all
undergraduate men who major in
biomedical engineering, computer
engineering, computer scicnce.elcctrical systcmscnginccring.cngineering, physics, human factors engineering, material sciencc and engineering, mechanical systems engineering, chemistry, mathematics,
geological scicnccs and geophysics.
The purpose of Triangle Fraternity is to provide a positive environment for members through individual and group effort. It develops
personal integrity andcharactcr.provides a home for developing the
brotherhood of men with similar
professional goalsand interests, fosters the broadening experience of
fraternity living that requires individual andgroup responsibility,recognizes and supports the objectives
and goals of the alma mater and
national organization, and fosters
and maintains a bond of brotherhood.
Triangle Fraternity meets every
Sunday at 7 p.m. in 182 Milieu. For
more information, contact Scott at
885-3202 or Lin at 879-2075.

WSU CONCERT
BAND
The WSU Concert Band is conducting a membership drive, seeking members for spring quarter. No
audition is required. Students may
enroll in concert band anytime before March 29. Class time is 12 noon
Monday, Wednesday and Friday in
162 Creative Arts Center. For more
information, contact Mr. Reynolds
in the music office at 873-2347.
Campus Clubs is a weekly feature of the Spotlight section o/The
Guardian. For a club to have an
event mentioned, the club should
submit information of the event two
weeks in advance to either Scott
Copeland or Martha Howard. The
and matinee performances. Tick- Guardian reserves the right to edit
ets for Friday and Saturday evening or reject any submission. Submisperformances arc S12.50 for adults sions may also be mailed to Spotand $9.50 for students and senior light,046 University Center, Wright
citizens.
State University. Dayton OH45435.
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RAAP team drops science on WSU
National Drug Awareness Week begins March 1

Drug Awareness Week Events March 1st-5th

Monday at Noon
The RAAP team hopes to com- activities are scheduled during the
"JAWS...LIVE"
municate its message through ac- week, including interactive semiBetween Rike,
A mock car crash complete with fire
Math, and Microtivities scheduled March 1-5. A nars and a pool party. Students may
and rescue services, CareFlight. and a
biology Bldgs.
demostration of the "jaws of life".
"By no means are wecompletely mock car crash will realistically attend these events free of charge.
against alcohol," said Nilay Paicl, portray theevents usually following
"Our main concentration is on
Wednesday at Noon"Dick Dies"
RAAP team coordinator. "That's a serious automobile accident, Patel alcohol since it's the gateway drug
On the Quad
The student involved in Monday's
what a lot of people think, but we're said.
to therestof them," Patel said. "Our
accident dies , students mourn with
not"
"What we are trying to do is main goal is to make the students
Campus Ministry, Coroner's Office,
and Trooper Heard.
National Collegiate Drug make the students realize that this aware that there is a negative side to
Awareness Week, March 1-5, al- accident could have happened to the drugs that you do not usually get
Wednesday 7-8 pm "The Real Deal"
lows the Raider Alcohol Awareness you on the highway at 2 o'clock to see until after you have used. We
In 155
Charles Bruce (Coroner's Office).
Program toclcar up
after you leave a want to make sure people know
University Center
any misconcepbar under the in- what they're getting into."
tions students may
Thursday 4-5 pm "Street Talk"
Most students involved with the
46
ur mai n concentra- fluence of alcohaveregardingthe
hol or any kind RAAP team have seen the negative
In the Upper
A talk with Public Safety about the
V - / tion is on alcohol of
organization's
Hearth Lounge
other side of the law. Display of drugs
drug," Patel effects of substance abuse firsthand,
since it's the gateway drug said.
caught on the street.
goals.
according to Patel. "I, myself, have
"A lot of to the rest of them."
The RAAP seen a lot of bad things: friends
Thurs. 8:30-11:30pm"Pool Party"
people, as soon as
team invited lo- getting into crashes, people jump—Nilay Patel
Phys. Ed.
Intended to provide an entertaining,
we say'alcohol and
__________ cal public safety ing out of a balcony," he said. "This
Building
alcohol and drug free event.
drug awareness
departments to is not the right way to lead a life.
Refreshments available. Music
program,' they kind of turn away participate in the mock car crash. A These arc not the memories that you
provided by WWSU.
from us," Patel said. Although the demonstration involving the "jaws should have about college."
Thurs. & Fri. 11-3 "Get the Facts" Table
group focuses on prevention of sub- oflife"and Miami Valley Hospital's
Patel believes students can learn
stance abuse and substance abuse CareFlight is designed to stress the important lessonsfromothers' exAllyn Hall
RAAP Team members available to
Lounge Lobby
answer questions about alcohol and
accidents, RAAP team members potentially life-threatening situation periences. He encourages students
drugs. Literature also available.
refrain from preaching, according which occurs when a driver drinks to educate themselves about the
to Patel.
before getting behind the wheel.
negative effects of substance abuse.
Group members use first-hand
"Alcohol is considered a social "I think that the more experiences the people involved in drunk driving
billion is lost each year due to loss of
knowledge of the dangers of dnig drug, and it is. But the thing is, we we have collectively, the better apaccidents arc not drunk.
jobs, loss of work, trying to gel them
and alcohol abuse combined with need to realize that abusing it can proac hwccantakctothisproblcm,"
"Loss of life is a tragic thing. to a rehab center, not to mention
information from scholarly sources lead to a lot of harmful things," Pate I Patel said.
You have to have felt it in order to accidents, and the insurance bills.
to combat students' ignorance. said. "If we are able to get to one
"We don't think that this could understand iL Once you realize it,
"It's a huge debt," Patel said.
"These arc not scare tactics that we person, save one person's life, our happen to me," Patel said. "But the
it's too late. You can't do anything "Fifty billion dollars is a lotof money.
are using," Patel said. "The infor- goal has been accomplished. But we problem is that it can happen to you.
about iL"
If we can devote that much money
mation has been published in legiti- have to continue toreachout far- Just driving on ihe street itself, you
Nearly S50 billion is spent fight- each year to the national debt we
mate journals or by legitimate ther."
can be hit dead on, head on, by a ing alcohol related problems each would be done much faster than we
groups."
A number of other educational drunk driver. About 50 percent of year, Patel said. "That means S50 aim to."
By MARTHA HOWARD
Assistant Spotlight Editor

SOME OF OUR
STUDENTS ARE
STAR PUPILS.
From 90210 to your zip code, a

DIET Magic
%*>

• BURNS FAT
100% natural, Dr. Formulated
Motorcycle RiderCourse can make• INCREASES ENERGY
FDA Approved
you a better and safer rider—like
• CONTROLS APPETITE 100% money back guarentee
Brian Austin Green of Fox T.V.'s
Beverly Hills, 90210. So call
1-800-447-4700 today to beCALL 449-9953 (WSU ALUMNI)
come the star of your class.

MOTORCrCti SAFETY FOUNDATION1

Computer Depot

Lose up to 30 lbs. in 30 days

DEPOT aaaax/4aMBg!
85Mb Quantum IDE hard drive
5.25" & 3.5" high density floppy drives
2Mb RAM & 14" Super VGA w/5l2K card
Mini-Tower or Desktop case w/230w P.S.
MS-DOS 5.0
6044 Wilmington Pike
Everyday Low Price!
Center vi tie, Ohio 45459
Phono: (513) 848-7107

Depot Price $ 989.95

GIVE A GIFT OF YOURSELF
TO THE WORLD!

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN JOINING A COMMITTED GROUP OF
WSU STUDENTS TO PLAN AND IMPLEMENT A COMMUNITY
SERVICE PROJECT?
WOULD YOU LIKE TO HELP MAKE A DIFFERENCE IN THE
GREATER DAYTON AREA?
All vou need is enthusiasm and a willingness to give a little of your time! For more
information, please contact Julie in the Student Organizations and Leadership
Development Office at 873-2711 or come by 025 University Center.
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v\e're #1 with students for a number of reasons.
Here arc just some of the reasons why students choose
Citibank \ isa* or MasterCard, more than any other.
1 Travel Savings $20 off domestic flights and $50
off international flights. Any airline, any seat, any
time you fly.1
2. Long Distance Savings You can use your Citibank
card as a calling card and save up to 19% on long
distance calls with MCI.*2
3.24-Hour Customer Service We're here at your
convenience, every day of the year. And if your
Citibank card is lost or stolen, our Lost Wallet**1
service can replace it, usually within 24 hours.
4. Worldwide Acceptance I Jse your Citibank card at
over 9.5 million establishments worldwide.
5. Citibank Price Protection Get the best price on
virtually everything you buy with your Citibank card.3
6. Photo II) Only Citibank offers to put your photo on
your card, for added security and proof of identification.
7. Increasing Credit Line As your financial needs
grow, you can qualify for a larger credit line.
' DtscounB/ttmes prowled ty IS£ f lights lor OtteB «suW by them Domest* a«U>e <et#t sub«i to
a nwwnjm
price o( 1100 Ofle sub*a lo cJiange
sut>*ci to

?

«. Exclusive Student Discounts Your Citibank card
entitles you to significant savings on purchases like test
prep courses, resume/job search services, casual, sports
and exercise clothing, magazine subscriptions, CDs,
and much more.
9. Instant Cash Get cash from over 80,000 ATMs or
at over 222,(MM) financial institutions.
10. No Co-Signer or Minimum Income Required
All you need is a photocopy of your current validated
student ID. We make it easy for you to apply.

Apply today. Sec why more students
choose Citibank cards.
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Apply now for the card that gets you where you want to go.
It takes only 1 minutes, - and no co-signer - to apply!
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Why The Crying Game
should be best picture
By SCOTT COPELAND
Spotlight Editor

Ash (Bruce Campbell) Introduces the masses to his shotgun In Army of Darkness.

Army of Darkness doesn't deliver
By ERIC ROBINETTE

Starr Writer

Is Army of Darkness zany and
silly? Yes. Does it have some wildly
inventive special effects? Definitely.
Does that mean it's worth seeing?
Not really.
Thefilmis a sort of sequel to the
cull hit Evil Dead 2: Dead by Dawn.
Both movies have the same hero, an
aggressively macho sales clerk
named Ash (Bruce Campbell), and
in both movies he's forced to deal
with forces of evil created by the
Book of the Dead. Both movies also
have thesamedirector(Sam Raimi).
Unfortunately, this time around,
there's a definite lack of inspiration.
Evil Dead 2 worked beautifully
because it skewered a genre that
begs to be skewered: the bad horror
film. Army of Darkness falters because the medieval sword and sorcery movies it imitates are silly and

D DAVE
BRUBECK

ROWDY'S RATING

FAIR
stupid in their ownright.As a result,
too many of the gags ring hollow.
Take Ash himself. He's supposed to want only to go back to his
jobat"S-MarL" However, he spends
so much time swaggering and spouting out lines like "Give me some
sugar, baby," and his trademark
"Groovy," he seemsrightat home in
the loony environment.
Love interests happen to be another failing of the film. Near the
beginning. Ash meets a woman
named Sheila (Embeth Davidtz),
who is cold to him because she
thinks he killed her brother. The
filmmakers try to put a twist on the
character by turning her into a demon, but they never go anywhere
with it. Instead of doing something
really creative, they simply make

TOP TEN HOST BOGUS
THINGS ON EARTH

5uj>er 'Poj>s BOWTL
YOUR
FEBRUARY
26 & 27
•

8:30 pm
Dayton
Convention
Center

FatDcr

&

SAICHOAV

EVERY
THURSDAY
S p m TO
11:00 pm
WIJTN<

The Dayton
Philharmonic
Orchestra
TICKETS 224-9000

her another weirdo.
Attimes,though, simple weirdness does work, especially when it
involves the great special effects.
Co-writer/director Raimi (Darkman)
has a lot of fun with stop-motion
animation and optical tricks. In one
amusing scene. Ash gets kicked
around by three midgets singing
"London Bridge." Another time, he
splits intoagood half and a bad half
who duke it out with each other
(why didn't they think of this for
Sheila?). The climax scores big,
thanks to a very funny army of evil
skeletons.
Sincc Army of Darkness isstuffed
with these effects, it managed to
keep me interested the whole way
through. Even so, it never pulled off
anything inspired enough to make it
truly memorable. Wait for it tocome
out on tape and save a few bucks.
Better yet,rentEvil Dead 2 and see
how a spoof should be done.

are compelling questions, and The
Crying Game asks them in a compelling way.
With most films in current reThe Crying Game did not play in
lease decidedly mediocre (and Dayton until 1993, so it was ineliworse), the best way to spend movie gible for my ten best list of 1992.
time this week appears to be with Unforgiven could make my list, and
one of the five Oscar nominees for did. Simply put, it is a revisionist
best picture.
film that changed the way I will ever
The five nominees are The Cry- look at any western.
ing Game, A Few Good Men,
Seem of a Woman is an undeHowards End, Scent of a Woman serving nominee. Scent ofa Woman
and Unforgiven. With a couple of is merely a cross between Rain Man
rcrclcascs last week, all can be found and Dead Poets Society, with less to
in an area theatre.
say than either of those two. While I
The Crying Game deserves to do not deny that it is sporadically
win the award. Thefilmis closest to entertaining, there is no way Scent
the action/adventure genre, but it of a Woman is one of the five best
really can't be simplified into one films of 1992. It's not even one of
category.
the 50 best films of 1992.
The movie concerns an Irish
A Few Good Men is also not one
Republican Army member named of thefivebestfilmsof the year. It's
Fergus (Best Actor nominee Stephen an extremely entertaining movie,
Rea) and the friendship he strikes up but it simply doesn't have much to
with Jody, the man he has helped say. There are more deserving pickidnap (Forest Whitaker). After they tures.
arcseparated.FcrgusfulfillsapromWhat should have been nomiise to Jody by checking in on Jody's nated instead of Scent of a Woman
lover Dil (Jaye Davidson).
and A Few Good Men? If the critics
A lot has been made of its amaz- chose the awards, the other nomiing plot twists, but the film is much nees would have been The Player
more than just a couple of plot twists. and Malcolm X. Two other much
I've seen the film twice, and one more deserving nominees are Aladcharacteristic of its greatness is that din and A River Runs Through It.
its logic holds uponrepeat viewings.
I also disagree with the nominaThis is especially impressive given tion of Howards End, but I'll conits labyrinth plot, but every way you cede the point. I recognize that the
look at thisfilm,it still makes sense. film looks great, is well acted, and
Bccausc of the twists and turns, I has some good things to say on class
genuinely had absolutely no idea conflict. The film also bored me
how thefilmwould end, which rarely silly, but I realize I'm in a minority
happens with Hollywood product.
on this one.
The Crying Game also has an
These are the main choices for
interesting subtext. What constitutes your movie dollar this week. My
courage? What is true love, and true recommendation? Go see The Cryfriendship? What is loyally? These ing Game.

Isaiah Jackson, Musir Director

• Only $ 1 0 per bowler
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10. The Dcnuc Diet
9. Cars that an ok.
8. "Do Not Remove Under
Penalty Of Law" tags
on mattresses.
7. Pop quiz on Monday
fobbing major weekend.
6.I-90WBBY.
5. Lavvnflamiigas.
4. Imitation cheese.
3. Referee h Professional
wresting.
2. Did we mention the
pop^c?
I. Drugs.
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Spotlight

SOPP evolves with a psychological Bent
Br L. DUCEY
Associate Writer

As the venue of the classes changed, the He cites child-, forensic-, and neuropsyprogram changed as well. SOPP has the chology as examples of fast developing spehighest percentage of culturally diverse stu- cialties within psychology. In August 1992,
Dr. Russell J. Bent, Dean of the School of dents in the country among similar schools, Bent was awarded the Karl J. Hesler PresiProfessional Psychology is preparing the which Bent proclaims as "a national bench- dential Award for Advocacy, recognizing
school and its students for the real world. mark." The school has also seen an expan- his more than 20 years of service in the field
During his tenure he hopes U "improvesion in its programs. Originally only a of psychology.
the management and the administration of Master's level study, SOPP now offers Bach- Bent hopes to bring about a smooth tranthe school and to implement more effec- elor degrees. Doctoral degrees and intern- sition when he retires. He is planning to retire
tively the programs that have been started," ship programs.
in two years. He plans to engage in his many
Bent said. He wants "to solidify what we
Bent isespecially proud of ongoing work hobbies during retirement. He is a "strictly
have."
as a trustee of the National Specialty Board downhill" skier and ventures to Colorado to
At its inception, SOPP had no clinical which he is "spearheading nationally." The indulge his taste for hills. Bent calls himself
facilities nor did it provide professional ser- organization promotes post-doctoral train- "a: ieight of hand" artist and brushes up on
vices to students. Bent, first as Associate ing among students of psychology. Bent his coin and card tricks when not on the
Dean for Professional Affairs and Services believes doctoral level students "need at slopes.
and now as Dean of SOPP since August of least another year of training" after completBent prefers French cuisine to pizza and
1992, has seen SOPP evolve from holding ing the degree.
says that Quebec is the place to be for authenclasses in an abandoned schoolhousc to op- A student "leans in school up to a point," tic French meals this side of the Atlantic.
erating a major clinical facility in the heart of Bent says, and then it is important to engage When asked whether he would like to retire
downtown Dayton. The school also offers in hands-on experience under professional to Colorado or France, he chose neither. He's
free counseling services to WSU students at guidance. Bent considers specialization to moving to Maine "because there's good skiDr. Russell J. Bent
the Frederick A. White Center.
be crucial in the preparation of his students. ing and Canada's nearby."
T h i s S w o r d Says
We're Your
American
Cancer
Society
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Sports
OF THE WEEK
Men's Basketball
Mark Woods
Women's Basketball
Peggy Yingling
Baseball
Brian Anderson

The Seams

FROM LAST WEEK
Men's Basketball
Wis.-Green Bay def. WSU
76-66
WSU def. N. Illinois 98-56
E. Ilinois def. WSU 87-80

Women's Basketball
Cleveland St. def. WSU 93-83
Youngstown St. def. WSU 6662
Baseball
WSU def. Western Carolina
4-1
Western Carolina def. WSU
8-4
Men's Wheelchair Basketball
Indianapolis def. WSU 50-40
Indianapolis def. WSU 51-37
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WSU blistered by Underhill, opponents
By GREG BILLING
Sports Editor
After Wright Slate's 76-66 loss
to Wisconsin-Green Bay on Feb.
18, WSU coach Ralph Underhill
blistered his team with a 20-minute
lecture. The lecture worked as the
Raiders rolled over Northern Illinois 98-56 two days later, ending
Wright State's home season.
The Raiders might be in need of
another tongue lashing, though, as
they dropped an 87-80 loss to Eastem Illinois on the road Feb. 22.
WSU seniors (clockwise from top left) Jeff Unverlerth, Bill Edwards,
"I gave them a blistering the
Mark Woods and Renaldo O'Neal played their last regular-season home
other night and I got that off my
game on Feb. 20, a 98-56 defeat ot Northern Illinois, prton* by s<»nconoi<no
chest about what we need to do and
Underhill needs freshmen
how we needed to play," Underhill — WSU's second of the game.
Wright State's Bill Edwards Delme Herriman and Jason Smith
said after defeating Northern Illinois. "I always talk to them about scored a team-high 23 points, ready if the Raiders hope to adhow important thefirstfour min- breaking the school's single-sea- vance into the championship round.
"Those two young men, for us
utesof the second half arc. I thought son record for points with 620.
we jus did an outstanding job de- Edwards broke the old mark of 612 to do anything in the Mid-Con tourfensively. We haven'tplayed a zone set by Rodney Robinson in 1980- nament and in our remaining
games, have got to be able to come
for a full game since the beginning 81.
The week saw Wright State's off the bench and play well for us,"
of the year."
Wright State's defensive effort record dip to 16-9 overall and 9-6 Underhill said.
Northern coach Brian Hammel
against Eastern Illinois was not as in the Mid-Continent Conference.
With just one game remaining thought the Raiders had a pretty
spectacular as the Panthers led by
as many as 13 points in the second — a Feb. 27 conference game at good chance of making the NCAA
half.
Western Illinois — Underhill said tournament.
The Raiders trimmed the lead he has stopped watching where his
"There is no doubt in my mind
to 81-80 with 17 seconds in the team can be seeded ip 'he Mid-Con they are an NCAA tournament
game, but were outscored 6-0 the tourney.
team," Hammel said. "They were
rest of the way. Four of those points "We have to play three games my preseason pick to win the concame on free throws, including an and and beat whoever comes in ference. I think they are starting to
intentional foul called on Renaldo here. You have to be ready for play to the ir level of potential. They
O'Neal and a technical on Underhill that," he said.
are tremedously talented."

Raiders getting schooled by Mid-Con
Svorts
mnsa^m
By JEREMY DYER
Assistant Sports Editor

Feb. 24
Swimming/Diving at Mid-Con
Championships
Feb. 25
Swimming/Diving at Mid-Con

Feb. 26
Swimming/Diving at Mid-Con
Men's Wheelchair Basketball at
National Intercollegiate Tourney
Feb.27
I Swimming/Diving at Mid-Con
Men's Basketball at W. Illinois
Baseball at Radford
Men's Wheelchair Basketball at
j
National Intercollegiate

able lull with about 12 minutes left.
We're taking a break when we
shouldn't be."
Experience may the best
Playing on her birthday, Peggy
teacher, but for the Wright State Yingling scored a WSU seasonwomen's basketball team, the edu- high 25 points in the loss.
cation has come from the school of The game was closer but the
hard knocks.
result was the same when WSU
WSU hosted Cleveland Slate met Youngstown State on Feb. 20.
on Feb. 18 where once again a poor Wright State managed only 18
first half spelled trouble for Wright points in thefirsthalf as it lost 66State. The Raiders struggled to 62.
overcome a 13- point deficit in the
Wright State is now 8-15 overfirst half, but fell to the Vikings 93-all and 4-9 in the Mid-Continent
83.
confcrence.
Assistant coach Rochelle
McKenzie pointed to WSU's
McKenzie said the game was close inexperience to explain the losses.
in the opening minutes.
"We're really playing some
"Early on we went point for very young players compared to
point with them," she said. "It was Cleveland State and Youngstown."
an even ball game for thefirsteight she said. "We're looking lo step it
minuies. We're in ball games early up leadershipwisc. We need somebut we're finding and uncomfort- one to step to the forefront and put

in some positive words and lead by
example."
McKenzie also said that although Wright State has three players averaging around 10 points a
game, the team lacks a standout
performer,
"We really don't have a pure
go-to player. We do have four or
five kids that play very solid roles
in our ball team." she said. "If we
need a three we look for (Jennifer)
Brigner, if we've got to go inside
and hope for three-point-play we
look for Peg. If we end up pressing
it, Lori Collins seems to step up at
the point. If we can find that kid
with thai little something extra,
we'll be in great position."
Three regular season games
remain on WSU's schedule before
the Mid-Con championships March
11-13 a' W isconsin-Green Bay. On

Feb. 25, Wright State travels to
Western Illinois in a match
McKenzie is looking forward to.
"Western Illinois is very much
improved, but then so are we," she
said. "We feel like we become a bit
more seasoned. Only nine teams
go to the tournament and Western
is trying tofightfor that last position. We're definitely in (the tournament) but if we beat them soundly
again that would be the momentum
we need."
WSU defeated Western Illinois
at home on Jan. 20,95-72.
The Raidersfinishthe regular
season at home against WisconsinGreen Bay and Mid-Con leader
Northern Illinois.
"We lost to Green Bay in their
house by four points and we.'re
really pumped up about them coming here," McKenzie said.
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WSU inducts three
into Hall of Fame

Anderson strikes out 12 as
Raiders split doubleheader
Brian Anderson picked up
where he left off last season, leading Wright State to a 4-1 win over
Western Carolina in the first game
of a doubleheader on Feb. 20.
After its first outing of the season, Wright State's record stands
at 1-1.
Anderson, a junior lefthander,
went the distance in collecting the
win by striking out 12 and walking
just one. He allowed five hits and
no earned runs.
The Raiders couldn't pull off
the sweep in the second game, dropping an 8-4 decision.

WSU's senior righthander
Jayson Smith got the start and was
hit hard, allowing eight nins —
seven earned—oneighthits. Smith
pitched 4.3 innings, struck out two
and walked two. Junior lefty Marc
Galen relieved Smith, giving up
two hits in 1.7 innings.
Offensively for WSU, three
players collected two hits.
Senior catcher Andy Banks
went 2-3, senior outfielder Brian
Buck went 2-5 with a double and
home run, and senior shortstop Bill
Osmanski went 2-7.
Buck knocked in four runs and

Brian Anderson
senior second baseman Jon Sbrocco
scored twice, drawing four walks.
The Raiders were rained out
Feb. 21 against Western Carolina,
and return to action Feb. 27-28 at
Radford for three games.

with five swimming records and
earned 14 Ail-American honors
during 1983-87. He won Div. 11
national championships in the 400
intermediate and 500 freestyle.
Blair wasabaseball Ail-American in 1982 and collected the
Wright Stale Most Valuable Player
award three times. Blair holds the
single-season records for bailing
average (.471), home runs (14) and
runs batted in (67). He also holds
the career batting average with a
.408 mark.

Wright State inducted three
people into its Sports Hall of Fame
on Feb. 20 as Peggy Wynkoop,
Scott Troutwine and Fred Blair
were honored.
Wynkoop, Wright State's assistant athletic director, coached
the women's volleyball team from
1973-86, compiling a 367-215
record.
She also coached women's tennis, men's volleyball and softball
for the Raiders.
Troutwine left-Wright Stale

Wright State junior buries competition on slopes
By GREG BILLING
Sports Editor
Like many women in maledominated sports Kris Smith lets
her athletic ability and skill to the
talking on the ski slopes, which can
leave the competition speechless.
Smith, a junior at Wright State,
ranked second among Ohio's 1620 age group in 1991-92, according to the Coca-Cola Jr. N ASTAR
rankings.
"People don't believe it when
they look at me," Smith said.
"There's not that many women on
there. They don't think 1 can do
anything until I go down."
That's when the fun starts.
"When I go down, I'll show
them. Men like to take things seriously, I like to joke before I go
down," she said. "They don't think
I'm taking it seriously, but then
when I get down there, they have a
different perspective."

The Cincinnati native first
strapped on skis at age three, when
her second father taught her how to
ski in the front yard. Smith's father
also serves as a patroller at Perfect
North Slopes in Indiana and is a
member of the Cincinnati Ski Club
— where he met Smith's mother.
Smith earned her first gold
medal at seven and fell in love with
the sport, starting a relationship
that may never end.
"When I was seven, (Dale
Trone) saw me ski and said I should
race. He started me racing," said
Smith, who runs 12 miles a day for
conditioning. "When I got my first
gold medal at seven, I kept skiing.
When you are liule, you are like,
'Wow*. I was excited and I kept
doing more and more. As I kept
getting more and more (medals), I
got used to it."
Even with all of Smith's accomplishments and accolades —
NASTAR'stopskierasan eighth

(ou

"Y

have a free
feeling when
you ski. No one can bug
you or anything. That's
why I started doing it.
It's almost like flying.
Winning just adds to it.
I'm not out there just to
win, though.

grader, Cincinnati's fastest woman
skier, World Cup champion — she
realizes there are two breeds of
skiers.
"There's a difference between
a good skier and a cocky skier,"
Smith said. "I hate cocky skiers
who know they arc good and try to
show it The best skiers are good,
but don't go on and on about it."

GET DRESSED
BEFORE YOU
H LITHE EflflD

Smith considers herself a good
skier, adding the awards aren't as
important as they were at seven.
"When I go down the hill, that's
all that matters to me. It's not necessarily the awards, it's what you
know," she said. "I like skiing in
general. You have a free feeling
when you ski. No one can bug you
or anything. That's why I started
doing it It's almost like flying.
Winning just adds to it. I'm not out
there just to win, though."
The deaf education major also
hits the slope to teach, something
she has done since the age of 12.
Now a certified instructor. Smith
said she still gets strange looks
from some skiers aboutbeing taught
by someone younger.
"When I first started instructing 1 was real young," she said.
"Then I had the problem of trying
to teach adults, when they would
look at you stupid and think what
the heck am I listening to a kid

for?"
But they soon realize Smith has
the situation in control as she runs
them through dri lis to prepare them
for their day on the slopes.
Smith said she gets them used
to their skis by marching up and
down, and sliding back and forth.
She won't allow them to use their
poles since most beginners don't
use them properly. Finally, and
perhaps most important, Smith
teaches the fine art of stopping.
The skiers shouldn't worry,
though, as all ski instructors must
pass several tests including skiing
and teaching ability, and written
tests. Through teaching. Smith also
learns something about herself.
"It helps you learn better too,
by helping people. It teaches you
what you can do. Sometimes when
I have to teach the advanced group,
they know more than I do," Smith
said.
For now, anyway.
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Wright State Raiders victimized in losses
By ROBB ERV1N
Associate Writer
After two physical games on
the road, the Wright Stale men's
wheelchair basketball team returned home as the victim.
The Raiders, 19-15 on the season, lost both games of a doubleheader against the Indiana Olympians on Feb. 21.
Things started off slow for the
Raiders in game one, but by halftime, they'd mounted a 26-22 advantage. They maintained the lead
unii) the game's last three minutes.
The Olympians came from behind, shutting the Raiders down in
crunch time and causing crucial
turnovers, to snatch a 5(M0 win.
Todd Cox lead WSU with 22
points and nine rebounds.
Game two of the series didn't
prove to be any better for the road
weary Raiders who fell to defeat
again, 51-37.
Shooting only 30 percent from
the floor, the Raiders fell behind
23-17 after the first half. The sec-

we had to pull the press off."
The big man Krieger spoke of
was Mark Achcson who lore apart
ihc Raider defense for 23 points in
the first game and 19 in the second.
The Raiders went to a iriangleand-two defense to try and guard
against Achcson, but couldn't stop
the Olympian attack.
"We would try to keep him
(Achcson) off ihc blocks," said
Krieger. "But they'd rub off each
other pretty well, and they were a
little to big for us."
After the losses, Krieger told his
team ihcy could lake it two ways.
"We can just simply play out the
rest of ih is season, or else we can go
at it and try to make it (the season) a
positive and be competitive in the
national tournament," he said.
The Raiders will try to regroup
Pfioto by Megan Jorgensoi
before heading to Champaign, II. to
John Gould (44) and teammates look to dish out losses on the competlton In the 16th
play in the 16th National IntercolleNational Intercollegiate Tournament on Feb. 26-28 In Champaign, II.
giate Wheelchair Basketball Tourond half was much of the same, as Indiana to doing WSU in.
and they had some pretty good nament held Feb. 26-28.
"They had a big man," Krieger team speed. They were tall, big,
In the first game of the tournathe Raiders couldn't come back.
Raider coach Andy Kriegei at- said. "We tried to press in the be- and aggressive, and we didn't have ment, the Raiders will face Wiscontributed the size and speed of ginning. They just rubbed us off the team speed to stay with them so sin-Whitewater.
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COMICS & GAMES

ACROSS
1
5 Musical
symbols
10 Repast
14 Bread
Spread
15 Parson

16 Impel

17
11
1»
20
22

Stagger
Sharp
In lata
Ant
Those who
obey
24 Town In
Germany
25 MsMesta

26 Seite

29 Sin
30 Incensed
34 Hayworth
ol (Hflii
35 Turkish
bigwig
36 Overacted
37 Bard of —
36 Creator
Of 40
40 Eastern
university

41
43
44
45
46
47
46
50
51
54
56
5#
61
02
63
64
65
66

67

On — knee
Cup handle
Muslal
Boris
Attempt
Agitates
Mountain
range
Pipe Joint
Food
•lament
Dividing
Betsy or
Barney
Fell* or
Mortimer
Arrow
poison
likewise
Not a soul
Short
Jacket
Average
Related
maternally
Natives
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17
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56 Advertising
gas
57 Clan
60 Mauna —
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MflGICWORD

HOW TO PLAY: Read l l * llel of words. Loo* al the puule
You'll Hod mese words In all directions — honionUlly. wertically. diagonally, backwards. Draw a circle around each lettar of a word found m the puizte, than strike H oH the Hit.
Ctrcknp it wi* snow a letter has been uaad but will lea«e it
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L

39

4
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letters left over. They'S

MAGIC WORD.

SKASON'S GREETINGS (Sol.: 9 letters)
A-Angel; B-Bell»; C-Candles. Carols. Cbeer. DDecember, Decorate; E-Eggnog; F-Family.
Faith; G-Gifts. Give; H-Hanukkah. Happy.
Holy. Hope; •I-.Iolly; K-Kids; L-Lighta, Love;
M-Marzipan, Merry; N-Noel; O-Observe; PPeace, Pies. Pray; R-Reindeer. Ribbons; S-San
ta. Sleigh, Snow, Spices, Spirit, Sweet; T-Tinsel,
Toys, Travel, Tree, True. Turkey; W-Warmth,
Winter. Wishes, Wreath; Y-Yulctide
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36 Pronoun
39 Deposit
42 Slave of
old
46 Fibrous
tissue
47 Vast
expanse
49 Keaton
of movies
50 Number
51 Baby buggy
S2 Pan in
a play
53 Greek
mountain
54 Trenemhted
55 Division

32 Weblike
33 Ideal
spots
35 Sum up

DOWN
1 Comic Sahl
2 To shelter
3 Prophet

<1992 TnOuna U M i Samoa* Me
t
Z
3
4
s
H

4 Baker
Street
regulars
5 Converses
6 Claire
Booth —
7 Ratite
bird
6 Papa
9 Deride
10 Whodunits
11 Border take
12 Seaweed
stuff
13 Minua
21 Rascal
23 Charles
Lamb
25 Devotional
sendees
26 Seltes
27 Metal
fastener
26 Make amende
29 Self
31 Valuable
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Word Jumble

CD"THECOHNECTION
COMPACT DISC STORE"

CON HON

Featured
at only

$-|Q99

Genesis -Live VOL 2
Paul McCartney - Off the Ground
Mick J agger - Wandering Spirit
Duran Duran - Self Titled
Eddie Murphy - Lives Alright
Naughty by Nature - 19 Naughty III
Kentucky Headhunters - Rave On
Debbie Gibson - Body, Mind, Soul
Lynyrd Skynyrd - The Last Rebel
Poison- Native Tongue While
special
supplies last
l a z a r u a Kettering Center

Crossword Answers

letter to each squsre. to form
four ordinsr* words.

CHARN ]

n i rn

THAPC

n n

HOMAFT

(11

SEXOPE

I

0 IE 0

[PSYCHIATRIST^

/

|

•nn nnnnn nan
BEDBQ

n

BE OF SOME
! 1•Vtl&KT
HELP IP YOU BiTE
SOUK NAILS.

23

Word JumbleAnswers

Now arrange the crded letters to
form the suiprse answer, as suggested by me above cartoor

Tr^ur* V M I S » ' < M

? RUDOLPH THE RED-N0510
: REINDEER IS THE SON Of
i one OP SANTAS' ft
I REINDEER... ,
*

Corners at the Mall

426-1401 293-7555 433-3472
4110 Colonel Glenn Hwy
1 Mile West ol
Wnght State University

j

Corner ol Dorothy Lane
& Woodman
*
in Kettering
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MISTLETOE IS THE STATE FLOWER OF

WHAT STATE ?

NAME THE TWO STATES THAT PRODUCE
THE GREATEST NUMBER OP
CHRISTMAS TREESWHERE WAS THE FIRST CHRISTMAS
TREE IN AMERICA (mi) ?

..WHICH ONE 2
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CLASSIFIEDS

Q AUTOMOTIVE
Cheap! FBIAJ.S. Sailed, 89 Mercedes
$200. '86 VW $50. '87 Mercedes $100, '65
Mustang $50, Choose Irom thousands
starting $50. FREE lntormation-24 Hour
Hotline. 801-379-2929 Copynght
•QH026210

EVENTS
Image Co-op Exhibit at The Front Street
Gallery Irom March 6th to the 28th. Open
reception on Sat.. March 13. All are
welcome. WAtch tor dyers.

GENERAL
FOR SALE - mini trampoline for exercise only $25 Call Karen at 294-2379 after
7:30 p.m. or on weekends
Florida SPRING BREAK 7 Nights
~
Beachfront $139-159 quad. Deadline
soon. RESERVE rooms NOWH Call CMI
1-800-423-5264.
SOUTH PADRE ISLAND Party with the
Best" Beach Front Hotels or Condos with
Party/Activity Package $26 Per Person/Per
Night - Taxes not Induded i -800-845
6766
Free round trip US Air Daytona Beach
Spnng Break Leave March 20. Double
Occupancy hotel room provided 8594202.
Brass Bed. Queen with Orthopedic
mattress set. unused and still boxed. Cost
$800.00, sell for $300.00. Won't last long,
call 434-0239

Q HELP WANTED
Wanted: students to help with an exciting
outdoor promotion. Work two days and
receive Reebok shoes and a Reebok Tshirt. Call Adrienne at (617) 262-3734 for
more information.
Excellent Extra Income Nowl Envelope
Stuffing - - $600 - $800 every week - Free
Details: SASE to International Inc.. 1356
Coney Island Avenue. Brooklyn. New York

Q HELP WANTED
Intsrmadiati Skiers needed to assist
physically challenged conquer mountains
Where: Snow Trails Ski Resort. When
Saturdays through mid March Free lilt
ticket, for more inloramtion contact Charles
Smith 236-8049. Wright State Downhillers
Ski Club.
Applications .iow being accepted lor
Attendant tor Fall quarter. Preferably male
Training starts Spnng quarter. $5.00/hr.
20-25 hrs per week. Call matt at 426 8963
Dressing, bathing, hygiene, laundry, light
housework
C r u i M Ship* Now Hiring - Earn $2000.'
month * world travel (Hawaii, Mexico, the
Caribbean, etc.) Holiday, Summer, and
Career employment available No
experience necessary For employment
program call 1-206-634-0468 ext. C5570.
F A R N U P T O i l Q U R - A r e you looking for
great hours? Great $ $ $ ' And a great
experience? Don't look any funher.
Market for Fortune 500 Companies1 CALL
NOW 1-800-950-1037, ext. 17.
Easy Work! Excellent Pay! Assemble
Products at Home. Call Toll Free 1-800467 5566 ext 5974
Help Wanted - Knolfwood Garden Center
Flexible hours - friendly atmosphere. Ask
for Dave or Dale. 426-0861 3766 Dayton
Xenia.
Fill t h a t j o b ! Place a c l a s s i f i e d In
T h e G u a r d i a n a n d se« t h e r e s u l t s .
C a l l 873-2505 f o r m o r e I n f o r m a t i o n .
R a t e * are $4 f i r s t 25 w o r d s f o r
s t u d e n t s , $ 5 for n o n - s t u d e n t s , $1

each additional 25 words.

Q PERSONALS
Awesome Spring Breaks1 Bahamas
Cruise includes 10 meals $279, Panama
City with kitchen Si 19. Key West $249.
Daytona (kitchens) $149, Cancun $459.
Jamaica $4791 1-800-678-6386

Wednesday night is o

Introducing...

You don't have to
wait until you graduate

College Park
Apartments

iw c a i i i g u u u i u n j i i c y .

Luxurious 4 Bedroom
Apartments with 2
Full Baths
Fully Equipped
Kitchen with
Dishwasher and
Microwave
Washer/Dryer in each
Apartment
Sand Volleyball Court
Close to Campus

am

Olsten can shew you howtoturn your
spare time into spare cash We have a wide range
of temporary jobs that are idealforstudents
SERVICES
We'll help youfindjobs that arerightfor The Working Solution
your skills and your schedule
CometoOlstenfortoppaying temporary
Call
jobs And make the most of your college yeais.
Downtown
228-3954
or
<•
W ff.
Centerville
435-2800

Wright Patt • Gem
City Realty
Call 878-2221 Today
For More Info

SERVICES
Word Processing - term papers, resumes,
manuscripts,etc. Reasonable rates. Quick
turnaround. Julie - 275-2904
Typing - $2.00 per double spaced page
Letter quality printing plus spelling check
(your typing, my printing) - $1.00 per page
Papers, resumes, microcassette
transcription. Aardvark Word Processing
Services. "We vark aard for you" Call
Eileen at 256-1830

c» a &
Sometimes its good to be
going around in circles...
Recycle.

Typing done in my home. Dictation
equipment available. Rates vary on level
of difficulty of job. Exta printed copies
available. $.50-$.75 a page. 275-1343

GREEKS & CLUBS
RAISE
A COOL
$
1000

IN JUST ONE WEEK
PLUS $1000 FOR THE
MEMBER WHO CALLS!
No obligation. No cost.
You also get a FREE
HEADPHONE RADIO
just for calling
1-800-950-1037 ext. 25

180 Minutes for $25 EXCITEMENT
i t j p i i 10 Sessions for $30 IS FOR THE
Exp: March 15,1993
BIRDS.
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At the Palace
Club with D.J.

• O / / • / / / / ' /
DWAINE
r r K r 9
•
V
. WHEELER
* Now playing Alternative, Industrial,
Techno and Grunge Music.
Q

PRO TAN

D.J. DWAINE WHEELER (the DJ
that started Alternative Thursday
at that club in Kettering)
•\8and
ovef This Wednesday Nine Inch
Nails poster giveaway!

fanner b 'Encore Concerts

95 E. Dayton-Yellow
Springs Rd.

Just 5 minutes from
Wright State and WPAFB
Call 879-7303

SUSAN
SHAFES
Mezzo-soprano

The(Formerly
Palace
Club
Up The Creek)

2346 GRANGE HALL ROAD
426-9305

MARCH 3 & 4

8:00 pm Memorial Hall

Call the
Disability
Services
Tape Center
873-3084
Read copies of The Guardian onto audio
tapes for the visually impaired.

with the Dayton Philharmonic Chorus
D i r e c t e d by C l a r k H a i n e s

The Dayton
Philharmonic
Orchestra
TICKETS 224-9000

Soar above treetops.
Skim overrivers.Hurtle
through the night
.Ail in a day's work for
an Army Aviator-and you
could be one, in less than
a year, with our Warrant
Officer Flight Training
ftogram.
To qualify, you need a
high school diploma, and
some college helps. After
Army basic training, you
enter flight training and
finish with an Aviator's
wings, the excellent pay of
a Warrant Officer, and a
future of excitement
Get a full briefing
from your Army Recruiter.

Wagner Tannnausei Overture
Tchaikovsky "Joan of Ate" Aria
Prokofiev Alexander Nevskv

ARMY.
BE ALL YOU CAN BE."

I
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News

Radioactive waste hearing held at Wright State
By BECKY RUKF
Assistant News Editor

I

The Blue Ribbon Commission
low-level waste
and the Low-Level Radioactive
disposal ground facility
Waste Advisory Committee held a
public hearing Saturday at Wright
is a small price for the
State University to hear recomgreat benefit the use of
mendations on what criteria should
be used to determine how regional
radioactive waste matelow-level radioactive waste disrial provides"
posal facilities should be estab—Thomas Mohaupt
lished.
According to a member, the
panel is "charged with assisting
variety of people, from doctors to
our governor and legislative leadKnott) Dy bcott cozzonno
concerned citizens.
ership as they seek to address the
"Success at our research instiresponsibilities under federal and Senator Charles Horn
tution at Hippie and those among
state law to develop solutions to
issues of public health and safety for a low-level radioactive waste us around the world arc simply
which will confront Ohio, Ameri- site," he added. "These hearings dependent upon the ability to use
cans and human beings for years to are intended to open a dialogue on radioactivity, usually a low radiolow-level waste storage and dis- activity at low and small amounts."
come."
said Dr. Martin J. Murphy, Jr. of
"These hearings arc not in- posal."
Testimony was given by a wide the Hippie Cancer Research Centended to pick a location in Ohio

\

Hathaway
receives
warm
farewell ^
Dr. Charles E. Hathaway, vice
president for academic affairs and
professor of physics, was honored
at a farewell reception Monday as
he prepares to leave Wright State
for the position of chancellor at
Arkansas University in Little Rock.
"Beingat Wright State has been
the best part of my life and working
with the entire staff has been very
exciting," Hathaway said.
"I feci very happy for him but
very sad for Wright State," said
President Paige E. Mulhollan of
Hathaway's soon departure.
The reception, hosted by the
university's deans, brought many
faculty, student and administrative
representatives.
Dr. Marc E. Low, dean of the
college of science and mathematics, said, "We're always happy
when someone finds another job
that is seen a step up in academic
circles."
Dr. Perry D. Moore, dean of
liberal arts, said, "One of the critical elements in the role of a vice
president is the relationship between the president and vice president."
Among the many recognitions
awarded to Hathaway was a painting collage of all the buildings on
campus.
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ter in Dayton.
"1 believe that a low-level waste
disposal ground facility is a small
price for the great benefit the use of
radioactive waste material provides," said Thomas H. Mohaupt,
university radiation safety officer
for Environmental Health and
Safety at WSU.
Mark Mays, a concerned citizen from Beavercreck,said,"I personally have had experience with a
low-level radioactive waste facility. Specifically, 1 supervised the
Kentucky regional section for the
zadioactive waste at Maxiflats LowLevel Radioactive Waste Facility
after it was closed."
Mays recommended that buffer
zones around a low-level radioactive waste facility should be one to
two kilometers. A buffer zone is
the portion of the disposal site that
lies between the waste handling
and disposal area and the site

Drug
Awareness Week
Place: Between Rike Hall, Mathematics,
and Microbiology Buildings
March 1, 1993
Monday at noon

RAAP

Raider's Alcohol arid Drug
Awareness Program

873-2967

IrtformaMon oaM y o u r t p H n g

M A X I M A T R A V E L :
4 3 4 - 9 4 4 4

Need Cash

si'

is paying top dollar for textbooks now.
We are already buying for Spring Quarter.
No reason to wait, your books will never be
worth more than they are right now!

2 K 1 2 C i i l n n e l t j l c n n llv»v. HCTOSS f r o m W S . t . n c x l t " ( h H . h i

boundary.
Paul Lambcrger from Dayton
said, "It seems to me that the most
important thing to do with radioactive waste is to keep it away from
the environment."
"The easiest thing to do there is
to keep it and water separated,"
Lambcrger added.
Senator Charles Horn said, "1,
of course, have concerns about the
nuclear issue generally, and in particular with the responsibilities that
we assume when dealing with
nuclear waste."
"I am well aware of the need for
utilization of these materials in our
society today," Horn added.
Written testimony will be accepted until March 5, 1993. It can
be sent to the Ohio Department of
Health, Bureau of Radiological
Health Services, Siting Criteria
Commission, P.O. Box 118, Columbus, Ohio, 43266-0118.

The Palace Club
(Formerly Up The Creek)
2346 GRANGE HALL ROAD
426-9305

$200 1st Place
$75 2nd Place
$50 3rd Place
$25 4th Place

Ladles'drinks
compliments
of D.J.

Now playing Alternative. Industrial. Tedino and
n i T f f l f / n J i r C Grunge Muse D J DWAINE WHEELER (the DJ
that started Alternative Thursday at that dub in
f7Jfjf/T
J Kettering) Progressive and High Energy Techno
n
A
*B
° °and
Music Lacks' dnnks compliments of D.J. Thla
ovet Wed. Nine Inch Nalts poster giveaway!

College
Party Night

With DJ Matt King.
Ladies' drinks compliments of D.J.
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